Abstract. In this paper we show the existence of a large class of spherically symmetric data d (on a spacelike hypersurface S), from which a perfect uid spacetime (surrounded by vacuum) develops. This spacetime contains an event horizon (with trapped surfaces behind it). The data d are regular and innociuous, i.e. the data{surface S does not contain any point of the horizon or of the trapped surface area. The occurence of the horizon (and trapped surfaces) is stable under small spherically symmetric variations of the data d.
Introduction
Let us con ne ourselves to spherically symmetric spacetimes. In many interesting papers (e.g. 1], 2]) there was shown that su cient mass{concentration induces the forming of trapped surfaces: certain conditions have been posed on data d given on some spacelike hypersurface S; it was shown that these conditions imply the existence of trapped surfaces on S.
One would like to extend these results into three directions (i) The data on S should be innociuous, i.e. the trapped surface should not occur on S, but rather in the future of S; (ii) One would like to show the forming of an event horizon (a global object) along with trapped surfaces (a local object); (see 3] , where null{surfaces are used instead of the spacelike surface S) (iii) One would like to show the existence of a (unique) spacetime, which develops from the data d. In 2] (and also in 3], 4]), however the existence of such a spacetime has been assumed. In the present paper we pose auxiliary data d H on an auxiliary hypersurfacey H, (which will turn out to be part of the event horizon); furthermore, we pose data on the star boundary. Then we show the local (in time) existence of a (unique) solutionz V 1 assuming the above data; V 1 is a perfect uid spacetime containing also a part, which lies in the past of H. Now, in the past of H we choose a spacelike hypersurface S; our solution V 1 induces data d on S. From these data d on S evolves { into the future of S { a unique solution; this solution obviously is our above solution V 1 , which contains the hypersurface H in the future of S. The null{extension of H into the vaccuum, which we attach uniquely to V 1 , is (by construction) an event horizon.
The above construction means the following: we have constructed data d (on some spacelike hypersurface S), from which an event horizon (with trapped surfaces in its future) evolves. The occurence of the event horizon is stable (under spherically symmetric variations of the data d). The properties (i),(ii),(iii) are ful lled. However, the mass{concentration will not be controlled on S but on H, on which the auxiliary data d H are given. The mass{concentration is controlled as follows (see Remark It may be possible to extend the results of 2] such that (i) is ful lled; Moreover, (iii) may also be satis ed in a neighbourhood of S (using existence theorems for local solutions). However, in order to ful l the global property (ii), one would need some globalk existence theorem on solutions of Einstein's equations for perfect uid. It will be di cult to obtain such global existence theorem, since the uid can evolve shell{crossings or shocks.
One can avoid such di culties, if one couples Einstein's equations not to a perfect uid but to a scalar eld, which has been done in 8]. A global existence theorem was proved in 8], and the properties (i),(ii),(iii) are also ful lled.
The rst author is writing his doctorial thesis, which includes the material of this paper as well as some numerical investigations. For details we refer to this thesis.
General assumptions, de nitions, and coordinates
We shall assume that our spacetime is spherically symmetric (with one timelike centreline) and that there is given a smooth equation of statep ( ) with density and pressure p, i.e. p (x ) =p ( (x )) y see Remark 9 a). z Actually, we shall construct this solution V 1 in two steps; (see Figure 1 , where V 1 is in fact V F V H ).
x This mass has been introduced by Tolman 9] .
k In this paper we avoid using global solutions by choosing our (auxiliary) data{surface H to be a null{surface.
(indices ; : : : run from 1 to 4) ful lling 0 < dp
where b > 0 is some constanty. We consider Einstein's equations for perfect uid 1 8 G = T := ( +p ( )) u u +p ( ) g ; u u = 1 where u denotes the uid vector and g the metric eld. We de ne D t := u @ x (@ x := @ @x ) and the unit vector eld D r as being orthogonal to D t and to the orbits (of symmetry). Later, we shall consider a given (r; t){coordinate plane ((r; t) of De nition 2). For r = 0 we de ne D r as its continuous extension, provided we deal with spacetimes endowed with a regular centreline at r = 0 (e.g. in Lemma 5) . Moreover, we de ne the scalar elds R := 1= p curvature of the orbits]; U := D t R and := D r R (3) Furthermore, we de ne the following auxiliary functionŝ 
We assume that (ds 2 ; u @ x ; ) is a spherically symmetric perfect uid spacetime. dx depends on r only.
b) In addition we assume = H and R = R H on H := f(r; t) j t = 0; r 2 0; r b ]g:
(9) Now, we can (and shall) x the coordinates of (6,7) by (r b ; t) =^ ( H (r b )) (for t 2 T; T]) A(r; 0) = A H (r) (for r 2 0; r b ])
y We use the more convenient notationsp( ) and dp d
instead ofp andp 0 .
The latter is equivalent to = 0 on H. It follows that H is a null{surface. Furthermore, and of (6) are calculated as (r; t) =^ ( (r; t)) ; e =2 = 1 (@ r B 0 H @ t ) R: (11) Moreover (due to (8, 10) ), it holds A (r; t) = A H (r) :
De nition 2. We denote the coordinates xed by (6, 7, 10) as (r; t)-coordinates.
Remark on Lemma 1. Our (r; t){coordinates are closely related to Misner's coordinates (see (13, 14) ). | Our (r; t){coordinates are co{moving and spherically symmetric. It holds t = 0 on H, which is convenient, when we shall give ( H ; R H ) as`data' on the surface H. These`data' ( H ; R H ) have been used for xing the (r; t){coordinates (see (10) (6), (7) with (11) 
Constructing black hole spacetimes by solving Einstein's equations
At rst we shall use Einstein's equations (for perfect uid) in coordinates, which are { in contrast to our (r; t){coordinatesy { regular at the centre of symmetry. We shall solve these equations for given data on some auxiliaryz (spacelike) hypersurface F and thus obtain a perfect uid spacetime V F with a regular centre. Then we shall construct a further perfect uid spacetime V H (as a solution of our (r; t){equations (17{22)) such that V F V H ] is a regular extension of V F . The spacetime V H is determined by data on a hypersurface H, which will turn out to be a part of an event horizon. We shall nally attach to V F V H ] a (unique) vacuum V 0 and then gain a`black hole spacetime'. 
Then there exists a unique local (spherically symmetric) C 1 {solution ds 2 ; ; u of Einstein's equations (for perfect uid) on some 4-manifold D F , where the solution assumes the above (essential) data:
where we use (r;t){coordinates with ds 2 of type (13) 
is ful lled and where V F is suitably shaped; i.e. V F is spherical symmetric and the (simply connected) boundary of V F is spacelike, except for the part between Q and y Our (r;t){equations (17{22) are singular at the centre r = 0 . z We shall not give data on the null{cone H F (see Figure 1) , since H F is a singular surface at the centrepoint 0: P (see Figure 1) ; the points Q and P are joined by an outgoing sound{characteristic, whereby P of Figure 1 lies on a null{ray emanating from the centrepoint O 2 F. Remark 6. Equation (28) are the necessary and su cient conditions for C 1 {regularity at the centre O 2 F. By saying C 1 (C k , respectively) { without referring to a particular coordinate system { we mean C 1 (C k , respectively) with respect to admissible coordinates. (The polar{coordinates (r;t) are non-admissible atr = 0.) Furthermore R] F ; U F are C 1 with respect to the non-admissible coordinater; but they are not C 1 (at the centre) in admissible coordinates. However, R 2
F
; R] F U F ; ds 2 ; F are C 1 in admissible coordinates. As to further details we refer do Appendix C. Proof of Lemma 5. The data conditions (28{30) are (att = 0) phrased in (r;t){ coordinates. For Einstein's equations however, we use coordinates, which are { in contrast to the (r;t){coordinates (or (r; t){coordinates) { regular at the centre. The equations have a unique (local) spherically symmetric solution (around the centreline) for the Cauchy problem; this has been pointed out (by referring to 11]) in that part of 12], which deals with the domain containing the centreline (and no part of the star boundary). In 12] has been used the actual Cauchy{data (the inner metric of F and the extrinsic curvature of F). These data can be calculated (in admissible coordinates) from our essential data F ; U F (see Appendix C). { We obtain (31) from (29) and the following lemma concerning the regularity{properties of the centreline. Lemma 7. Given a spherically symmetric perfect uid C 1 {spacetime V 2 { such as V F or D F (of Lemma 5) { with a regular centreline C. We de ne := f(r; t; '; #) j r 2 0; r 0 ]; t 2 T; T]; ' = ' 0 ; # = # 0 g for some xed ' 0 ; # 0 (and su ciently small r 0 ; T ). We consider as 2{dimensional submanifold (of V 2 ), which contains the boundary C at r = 0. Then it holds 
where we expressed Y in the right-hand side of (32) in (r;t){coordinates used in the context of (30). Furthermore, there exists lim r!0 @ r @ r R(r; t)] t=0 :
Proof. We use 6] and the equations (A1,A3),(17{23).
4.2. The perfect uid spacetime V H being a neighbourhood of H n N 0 . Let H F V F denote the future null{cone of O 2 F (see Figure 1 ).
Theorem 8. Given a hypersurfacey H, being any (su cently smooth) extension of the null{cone H F (see Figure 1 ) and given the essential data H ; R H on H (33) b on the star boundary B ( b of (2) (35) The solution ( ; R; U; ) de nes a perfect uid spacetime ds 2 ; u ; with (6, 7, 11) in some domain V H being a neighbourhood of H n N 0 . The scalar elds ; U and are C 1 (V H ) and R is C 2 (V H ). Moreover, H (B, respectively) is null (timelike, respectively). H will become a piece of an event horizon. Furthermore V F V H ] is a perfect uid spacetime, which is a C 1 {extension of V F .
Remark 9. a) The data surface H is a null{surface but not a characteristic surface of the system of partial di erential equations (17{20), since there do not exist spherically symmetric gravitational waves.
b) The data conditions on ( H ; R H ) mentioned in Theorem 8 are ful lled for a large class of data ( H ; R H ) (see Theorem 14) . These conditions consist of several y see Remark 9 c) inequalities on H and several equality relations at the point P b (of Figure 1) , one of these equations at the point P b is the black hole condition (50).
c) The evolution equations used in Theorem 8 are written in our (r; t){coordinates. These coordinates have also to be used for equations (33{35); this means H = f(r; t) j t = 0; r 2 0; r b ]g ; B = f(r; t) j r = r b g and equation (35) horizon or the trapped surface area (see Figure 2) . The formation of the horizon (and the trapped surfaces) is stable for spherically symmetric variations of the initial data d 0 (on S) being in a su ciently small uniform C 1 {neighbourhood and for arbitrary variations of the equation of state belonging to a C 2 {neighbourhood. The above data d 0 belong to a class of data, which is at least as large as the class of data posed on H (in Theorem 10).
Proof of Theorem 11. We restrict our attention to the matter part of the spacetime, since the vacuum is uniquely determined by the matter part. Let us give our data d 0 on S (and p = 0 on B). Then we obviuosly obtain a unique solution ds 2 ; u ; d0 on V d0 := V F V H ] \ J + (S) assuming the above data. This could be proved basically by 12] along with the use of our di erentiability classes and coordinates, which are analogous to our (r; t){coordinates. Moreover, this treatment induces stability (with respect to spherically symmetric variations): for any data d on S, which lies in a su ciently small uniform C 1 {neighbourhood of d 0 , the corresponding C 1 {solution ds 2 ; u ; d lies in a given small uniform C 0 {neighbourhood of ds 2 ; u ; d0 . This implies in particular the existence of a null{surface H d with 2m d = R d at H d \ B, since H d0 also has this property (H d0 is our previous H, which was the matter part of our horizon). The null{extension of H d (into the attached vacuum) is an event horizon. Moreover, the property of trappedness and collapse is also stable.
Admissible initial data
Our main theorem (Theorem 10) is a special formulation of the following existence and uniqueness theorem. Given any set of so-called admissible initial data ( H ; R H ; U H ; H ) then the quasilinear hyperbolic initial{boundary problem (17{20) with (35) (41) is a technical condition ensuring a convenient degree of di erentiability.
b) The inequalities (47{49) are stable under small variations (of ( H ; R H )) keeping the black hole condition (50) and (r b ) = b xed. This follows from the continuity of the operator U.
c) The black hole condition (50) is equivalent with 2m R H\B = 1, provided it holds (36, 48,49). d) Equation (49) e) Equation (49) is equivalent with 2m R HnB < 1, provided it holds (36,48,53). Furthermore, (49) prevents = 0, which would make the evolution equations (17{20) singular. Moreover, < 0 would mean a`neck' (see 5]). f) Equation (52) implies that the integrand of of (46) be extended to 0; r b ] by the continuity of the quantities in (36). Then the black hole condition (40) follows from (50).
It remains to show the equivalence of the di erent formulations of the corner condition. The evaluation of (41) just yields (51), where we used (17) We shall describe the main ideas of our proof. Since we are concerned with quantities (such as H ; R H ; U H ; : : :) de ned on H only, we shall drop the index H and bear in mind that these quantities depend on r only. From (44) one sees that q = R 00 + 4 R < 0 ; (56) R 0 < 1, (53) and (49) are su cient for U < 0.
Therefore we do not choose R with (48), (49) etc., but we choose a negative q 2 C 0 , which de nes R := R (q) as the solution of R 00 + 4 R = q with R (0) = 0 and R 0 (0) = 1.
The operater R : C 0 ! C 2 is continuous if one endowes the range of R by the C 1 {norm (uniform topology).
In order to gain an R := R(q) as in Theorem 8 we choose q to be q = q 0 on a su ciently small part of H F , i.e. for r 2 0; "]; q 0 is de ned as q 0 := left-hand side of (31)] HF < 0:
(58) Moreover, we postulate q to be C 1 near r b , since q 0 (r b ) occurs in the corner condition (51). 
When we increase (decrease, respectively) then the zero of R 0 decreases (increases, respectively).
is The other family of auxiliary functions controls the derivative of q ( ; ) at r b with the aim to ful l the corner condition (51). Unfortunately, a variation of q 0 (r b ) = 0 (r b ) = violates the requirement q < 0 and also handicaps the aim concerning the choice of (see (60)). The rst item does not matter provided j j is small enough, say j j < q for some constant q < ".
We It can be shown that q 2 C 0 jq = q h + with 2 R lies in a neighbourhood of q h such that there exist 1 ; 2 with (61). We de ne the set of`black hole'{ parameters E := ( ; ) 2 R 1 ; 2 ] j R 0 (r b ) = 0 for R := R q ( ; ) (cf (59)) (cf condition (50)). For any given 2 R the set E contains one ( ; ) at least; thus ( ; ) 2 E means no restriction on . Up to now, we know that ( ; R) with R := R q ( ; ) ful l the ( H ; R H ){conditions, if ( ; ) 2 E, provided the corner condition (51) is satis ed for q H = q ( ; ) and U H = U( ; R). Due to q 0 ( ; ) (r b ) = the corner condition is ful lled, if it holds It is not hard to see that q h 6 = qh lead to admissible R h 6 = Rh.
i.e. i v i = v i M for i = 1; 2; 3; 4. Our system is hyperbolic, since these eigenvectors are linear independent for u = u H . The canonical functions g 1 := v 1 u = R and Appendix C.
Scetch of the proof of Remark 6. It has been pointed out in 12] that (28) is a necessary condition for C 1 {regularity at the centre. We show that these conditions are su cient: the actual data of our Cauchy{problem in Lemma 5 are the inner metric g F of F ( ; runs 1; 2; 3) and the extrinsic curvature K F of F. They can be calculated from our (essential) data F ; U F as 
where we used (13), R(r; 0) =r and the coordinatesy x 1 =r cos ' sin #; x 2 =r sin ' sin #; x 3 =r cos # y These coordinates turn out to be admissible, provided it holds (28) (see also 12]).
in order to obtain (C1) (as to (C2) see 12]). We turn our attention to the regularity at the centrer = 0. Due to (28) we can extend F (U F , repectively) as an even (odd, respectively) C 1 {function of r 2 r 0 ;r 0 ]. This and (C2) implies that E can be extended as an even C 1 ( r 0 ;r 0 ]){ function. Thus there exists E 1 2 C 1 ( 0;r 2 0 ) with E 1 (r 2 ) = E(r). From this and 0 = E(0) 1 = E 1 (0) 1 it follows the existence of some E 2 2 C 1 ( 0;r 2 0 ) with E 1 (r 2 ) 1 1 r 2 = E 2 (r 2 ) = E 2 (x 2 1 + x 2 2 + x 2 3 ). This, E(r) = E 1 (r 2 ) and (C1) imply g F 2 C 1 as functions of x and hence as a tensor eld on F, which also holds for K F and F (to be shown analogously).
This implies that the Cauchy development of the C 1 {data (g F ; K F ; F ) is C 1 (see 12], who used 11]).
